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spectrum of popular RDBMSS.
Ultimately,
DBSim will let knowledgeable users evaluate
a system architecture and physical database
schema before the hardware is purchased and
DBMS installed to significantly reduce both
schedule and performance risk.

PRC is a systems integrator,
a
company which builds information{ systems
(based on relational databases) for federal,
state, and local governments.
Our database
designers generally use rules of thumb,
supplemented
by readily available tuning
guides, to tune a physical schema. Prudent
database designers also perform benchmarks
prior to operational
turnover
to monitor
performance and identi~ bottlenecks in the
database before the users do it for them.
However,
performance questions can’t be
addressed by benchmarking
until after the
hardware has been purchased and installed,
and testing has begun. Consequently, it is
often the case that the new information
system can initially suffer serious performance problems when contrasted with the
legacy system being replaced. Moreover any
denormalization
introduced this late in the
software
development
cycle
will
force
applications to be modified and regressiontested as well.
This is expensive and timeand may require a hardware
consurning,
upgrade — affecting both the program budget
and the customer’s
satisfaction with the
system integrator!

DBSim’s
approach
to simulating
commercial RDBMSS is highly modular and
consists of a hierarchy of submodels:
●

The query parserloptirnizer, which parses
the transaction command and compiles it
into a query execution plan (QEP).

●

The query execution layer, which sequentially executes the operations of a QEP.

●

The buffer pool manager, which manages
the RDBMS cache and models locking.

●

An I/O layer, which simulates the reading
and writing of pages to and from disk. “

The simulation generates transactions
instantiated from pre-defined classes. When
a transaction arrives
at the system,
a
“CONTROL”
process drives the transaction
through the RDBMS layers and tracks the
time spent in each layer. During
the
simulation, DBSim lets users visually track
resource utilization.

Under this Independent Research and
Development
(IRAD)
project
PRC
is
developing the Database Performance Simulator (DBSim) to give systems engineers,
database designers
and database administrators an easy-to-use, PC-based tool to
model both the transaction throughput (tps)
and performance (seconds per transaction)
for a specific database configuration across a
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At the conclusion of a simulation run
DBSim generates reports that summarize
throughput and response times by transaction
class and submodel, and provides utilization
and queuing statistics for ‘the processor, disk
and buffer pool resources.
However our
experience to date has demonstrated that the
performance visualization aspects of DBSirn
are the most beneficial
to the database
designers.

